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COLORED DG-OPERADS AND HOMOTOPY ADJUNCTION FOR
DG-CATEGORIES
SERGEY ARKHIPOV AND TINA KANSTRUP
Abstract. Generalizing the approach to pseudo monoidal DG-categories as certain
colored non-symmetric DG-operads, we introduce a certain relaxed notion of a category
enriched in DG-categories. We construct model structures on the category of colored
non-symmetric DG-operads and on the category of DGCat-enriched categories with
a fixed set of objects. This allows us to talk about strong homotopy maps in both
settings. We discuss the notion of a strong homotopy monad in a DG-category and a
notion of strong homotopy adjunction data for two DG-functors.
1. Introduction
This is the first paper in a series whose goal is to define homotopy adjunction for DG-
categories and prove homotopy descent for them. This notion is native to the language
of infinity-categories. However, the language of infinity-categories is fairly involved and
for many applications the much simpler language of DG-categories is sufficient.
1.1. Classical adjunction. In the classical setting Schanuel and Street [SS] showed
that the data of adjoint functors between two categories can be repackaged as a functor
between two 2-categories. For us a 2-category is a category (strictly) enriched in the
category of categories and a 2-functor is an enriched functor. Let k be a field. We now
define the k-linear versions of the categories involved
Definition 1.1. (1) The category ∆k is the k-linear category whose objects are or-
dered sets pnq :“ p1, . . . , nq for n P Zą0 and p0q “ H. The morphisms are k-linear
combinations of ordered maps.
(2) Set ∇k :“ p∆kq
op. It is the k-linear category whose objects are ordered sets
rns :“ p0, 1, . . . , nq for n P Zě0 and morphisms are k-linear combinations of
ordered maps preserving first and last element.
(3) The category ♦k has objects non-empty ordered sets pns “ p0, 1, . . . , nq and
morphisms are k-linear combinations of ordered maps preserving last element.
(4) The category ♦ k has objects non-empty ordered sets rnq “ p0, 1, . . . , nq and
morphisms are k-linear combinations of ordered maps preserving first element.
Remark 1.2. ∆k has a monoidal structure given by taking the disjoint union pnq ¨ pmq “
pn `mq. The unit in ∆k is (0) and pnq “ p1q
n. Similarly, ∇k has a monoidal structure
given by connected union rns b rms “ rn`ms with unit r0s. We also have actions
∆k ˆ ♦k Ñ ♦k, pnq, pms ÞÑ pn`ms
♦ k ˆ∇k Ñ ♦ k, rnq, rms ÞÑ rn`mq
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notice that pns “ p1qn b p0s and rnq “ r0q b r1sn. Moreover, we have maps given by
connected union by end and beginning, and by disjoint union.
♦k ˆ ♦ k Ñ ∆k, pns, rmq ÞÑ pn`m` 1q,
♦ k ˆ ♦k Ñ ∇k, rnq, pms ÞÑ rn`m` 1s.
Using these categories we can construct the free adjunction 2-category:
Definition 1.3. The free adjunction 2-category Adj is the 2-category with two objects
t0, 1u and Adj0,0 “ ∆k, Adj0,1 “ ♦k, Adj1,1 “ ∆
op
k and Adj1,0 “ ♦
op
k .
Let A1 and A2 be DG-categories. We collect the functors between them in a 2-category
FunA1,A2 with two objects t0, 1u and HomFunA1,A2 pi, jq :“ FunpAi, Ajq. The data of a
2-functor F : Adj Ñ FunA1,A2 is given by four functors each of which is determined by
its value on 1. The data of a pair of adjoint functors define four such functors in the
following way.
F0,0 : ∆k Ñ FunpA1, A1q, p1q ÞÑ G ˝ F
F0,1 : ♦k Ñ FunpA1, A2q, p1s ÞÑ F
F1,0 : ♦ k Ñ FunpA2, A1q, r1q ÞÑ G
F1,1 : ∇k Ñ FunpA2, A2q, r1s ÞÑ F ˝G
Theorem 1.4. [SS] The data of a pair of adjoint functors F : A1 Ô A2 : G is equivalent
to the data of a 2-functor F : AdjÑ FunA1,A2 which is identity on 0-morphisms.
When A1 and A2 are ordinary categories we have the Barr-Beck theorem
Theorem 1.5 (Barr-Beck). Let T -mod be the category of modules over the monad T “
G˝F . Assume that G commutes with colimits. Then there is an equivalence of categories
T -mod » A2 if and only if G is conservative.
1.2. Homotopy version. To pass to the homotopy setting we need quasi-isomorphisms
to become invertible. A natural way to achieve this is to replace usual DG-functors by
A8-functors. For this we need to work with colored non-symmetric operads.
Definition. (i) Let E be a set and set kE :“ ‘sPEkes, where es are basis elements
with eset “ δs,tes. An N-collection V over kE is a collection of complexes V “
tV pnq | n ě 1u such that V pnq P kn
E
-mod-kE. I.e. it has a decomposition V pnq “À
s1,...,sn,tPE
V ps1, . . . , sn, tq.
(ii) A morphism f between N-collections A and B is a collection
tfpnq P Homkn
E
-mod-kEpApnq, Bpnqq | n ě 1u.
This category is denoted by N-colE and it has a monoidal structure given by
pV dW qpnq :“
à
mPN,n1`¨¨¨`nm“n
W pmq bkm
E
“
V pn1q bk ¨ ¨ ¨ bk V pnmqq
‰
.
(iii) A colored non-symmetric DG-operad with colors E is a unital associative algebra
in N-colE.
(iv) A DG-operad is unital if for any n P N and tuple m1, . . . ,mn with 0 ď mi ď 1 the
morphism of complexes ApnqbAp1qn pApm1qb ¨ ¨ ¨ bApmnqq Ñ Apm1` ¨ ¨ ¨ `mnq is
an isomorphism.
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A symmetric monoidal DG-category A defines an operad by setting Aps1, . . . , sn, tq :“
HomAps1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b sn, tq. Tabuada [Ta] constructed a model category structure on the
category of DG-categories. In a similar way we construct one for operads and for unital
operads.
Theorem (4.1 and 5.5). The category of (unital) colored non-symmetric DG-operads has
a cofibrantly generated model category structure in which all objects are fibrant.
For symmetric operads there is a notion of a Bar and a Cobar construction (see [GK]).
We adapt their construction to our setting and prove that they are adjoint and that
Cobar(BarpP q) of an operad P is a cofibrant replacement. Hence, an A8-functor between
two operads is a functor between their Bar constructions.
The homotopy version of the category of 2-categories used by Schanuel and Street
needs to be enriched in DG-categories. We consider only 2-categories with a fixed set
of objects I and only 2-functors which are identity on the set of objects. The set E
is then replaced with a collection of sets E “ tEijui,jPI . One may think of elements
of I as 0-morphisms and elements of E as 1-morphisms. Taking source or target de-
fines two maps s, t : E Ñ I. A path is a sequence of morphisms PathE,Ipnq :“
E ˆI ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆI E (n factors) and a cell is a morphism with a path going between the
same elements CellE,I “ \nPathE,Ipnq ˆIˆI E. Our version of 2-morphisms will cor-
respond to homotopies between them. Concatenation of paths gives a natural struc-
ture of an operad in sets Celln ˆPathn pCell
m1 ˆI ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆI Cell
mnq Ñ Cellm1`¨¨¨`mn with
pt1, . . . , tn; tq, ps1; t1q, . . . , psn; tnq ÞÑ ps1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , sn; tq. This can be rewritten on the level
of rings. Set kI :“
À
rPE ker, kE :“
À
i,jPI kEi,j , OpPath
nq :“ kE bkI ¨ ¨ ¨ bkI kE, and
OpCellnq “ OpPathnq bkIˆkI kE. Pulling back along the concatenation map gives a
morphism
OpCellm1`¨¨¨`mnq Ñ OpCellnq bOpPathnq pOpCell
m1q bkI ¨ ¨ ¨ bkI OpCell
mnqq(1.1)
Definition (7.1 and 7.2). (i) The category N-seqI,E has objects collections of com-
plexes tApnq | n ě 1u with Apnq “
Ů
i,jPI,tPEij ,sPPath
npi,jqAi,jps; tq P OpCell
nq-mod.
(ii) The category N-seqI,E has a product d given by
pAdBqpmq :“
à
nPN,m1`...mn“m
Bpnq bOpPathnq pApm1q bkI ¨ ¨ ¨ bkI Apmnqq.
(iii) A category in 2-CatI is a unital associative algebra in N´seqI,E with ApnqbOpPathnq
pApm1q bkI ¨ ¨ ¨ bkI Apmnqq Ñ Apm1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `mnq a morphism of OpCell
m1`...mnq-
modules via (1.1).
(iv) A morphism in 2-CatI is the data F “ tFE, F pnq, n ě 1u : pI,EA, Aq Ñ pI,EB , Bq.
Here FE : EA Ñ EB is a morphism. It induces a map of rings OpCell
n
Aq Ñ OpCell
n
Bq
and we require that this map is compatible with (1.1). For n ě 1 the F pnq are
morphisms of OpCellnAq-modules F pnq : Apnq Ñ Bpnq satisfying composition.
(v) A unital 2-category A is an object in 2-CatI satisfying that for any n P N and tuple
m1, . . . ,mn with 0 ď mi ď 1 the morphism of complexes ApnqbOpPathnq pApm1q b
¨ ¨ ¨ b Apmnqq Ñ Apm1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` mnq is an isomorphism. A unital morphism is a
morphism F in 2-CatI such that F pIdiq “ Idi for all i P I.
Theorem (7.5 and 7.14). The category 2-CatI (and its unital version) has a cofibrantly
generated model category structure in which all objects are fibrant.
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The model structure is a generalization of the one for operads. Likewise, we gen-
eralize the Bar and Cobar constructions and prove that for any object A in 2-CatI
Cobar(BarpAq) is a cofibrant replacement. The linearized adjunction category Adj from
Schanuel and Street naturally defines an object in 2-Catt0,1u. For DG-categories A1, A2
we define the A8 version DGFun8pA1, A2q P 2-CatI of FunA1,A2 with 2-morphisms being
coherent natural transformation of DG-functors.
Definition (8.4). Let A1, A2 be cofibrant DG-categories. A homotopy adjunction is an
A8-morphism Cobar(Bar(Adj)) Ñ DGFun8pA1, A2q.
Notice that Anno and Logvinenko in their recent paper [AL] produced a certain canon-
ical amount of higher data for two DG-functors between two DG-categories A and B
(realized as bimodules) upgrading the fact that the corresponding functors on the homo-
topy categories are adjoint. We plan to compare their data with our universal adjunction
data for DG-functors.
Relation to Barr-Beck theorem. For F and G a pair of adjoint functors between
ordinary categories C1 and C2 the composition T “ G˝F is a monad on C1. Under certain
assumptions on F and G the Barr-Beck theorem states that the category of T -modules
in C1 is equivalent to C2. The goal is to provide an analog of Barr-Beck theorem for a pair
of DG-categories A1, A2 and a pair of DG-functors F and G which become adjoint on the
level of the corresponding homotopy categories. Restricting the morphism in 2-Catt0,1u
to a morphism of DG-operads Cobar(Bar(Adjp0,0q)) Ñ DGFun8pA1, A2qp0,0q defines a
homotopy monad. The goal is to define the category of strong homotopy modules over
the monad in A1 and to prove the homotopy Barr-Beck theorem:
Conjecture. Under certain assumptions, for a pair of homotopy adjoint functors F and
G between A1 and A2, the DG-categories T -hoModpA1q and A2 are quasi-equivalent.
This should be compared to the Barr-Beck-Lurie theorem for p8, 1q-categories in [Lu].
1.3. Acknowledgements. The authors would like to thank Alexander Efimov, Timo-
thy Logvinenko, Dasha Poliakova, Boris Shoikhet, and Sebastian Ørsted for stimulating
discussions.
This paper was written while the second author was a postdoc at the Max Planck
Institute for Mathematics. Most of the work was done while the first author was also
visiting. Both authors would like to express their gratitude to MPIM for the invitations
and for excellent working conditions.
2. DG-categories
In what follows, all DG-categories and operads are considered to be small. We collect
the categorical data into that of certain DG-algebras and DG-modules. Thus, we start
by considering the corresponding setup for DG-categories. Let k be a field and E be a
set of objects. Set kE :“ ‘sPEkes, where es are basis elements with eset “ δs,tes. This is
a non-unital associative algebra. Let kE-mod-kE be the category of complexes of vector
spaces with two commuting actions
kE b V b kE Ñ V, V P Com(Vect)
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such that for all m P V there exist only finitely may s, t P E such that s ¨m ‰ 0 and
m ¨ t ‰ 0. Moreover, we require that
ř
s es acts as identity.
Remark 2.1. For s, t P E we write V ps, tq :“ sV t. It follows that for all V P kE-mod-kE
V “
à
s,tPE
V ps, tq.
The category kE-mod-kE has a monoidal structure given by
pV bW qps, tq :“
à
uPE
V pu, tq bW ps, uq, V,W P kE-mod-kE.
The unit object is the regular bimodule placed in degree zero kE “ ‘s,tkEps, tq.
Definition 2.2. A DG-category with set of objects E is a unital associative algebra in
the monoidal category kE-mod-kE. Thus, we have the maps
AbAÑ A, given by Apu, tq bAps, uq Ñ Aps, tq
and kE Ñ A given by es ÞÑ Aps, sq. This forms a category denoted by DGCatEpkq with
morphisms being maps of unital associative algebras.
The forgetful functor
Obl : DGCatEpkq Ñ kE-mod-kE
has a left adjoint denoted by FreeE
FreeEpV q :“
à
nPN
V b ¨ ¨ ¨ b V.
2.1. DG-functors. Let E1 and E2 be sets of objects and let f : E1 Ñ E2 be a map.
This gives rise to a map of algebras f : kE1 Ñ kE2 and so a pullback functor
f˚ : kE2-mod-kE2 Ñ kE1-mod-kE1 ,
f˚pV qps, tq :“ V pfpsq, fptqq
Observe that
f˚pV bW qps, tq “ V bW pfpsq, fptqq
“
à
uPE2
V pu, fptqq bW pfpsq, uq,
f˚pV q b f˚pW qps, tq “
à
vPE1
V pfpvq, fptqq bW pfpsq, fpvqq.
Hence, there is a map
f˚pV q b f˚pW q Ñ f˚pV bW q
The functor is lax monoidal. Notice also that there is a natural map kE1 Ñ f
˚pkE2q
given by es ÞÑ efpsq. Let kE2 Ñ V be a unit map in kE2 -mod-kE2 . Then the composition
kE1 Ñ f
˚pkE2q Ñ f
˚pV q is a unit map in kE1-mod-kE1 . Hence, f
˚ takes unital associative
algebras to unital associative algebras. In this way we reformulate the usual definitions
of DG-categories and DG-functors as certain associative algebras and certain associative
algebra maps.
Definition 2.3. Let A1 P DGCatE1pkq and A2 P DGCatE2pkq. A DG functor f : A1 Ñ
A2 is a pair of a map f : E1 Ñ E2 and F : A1 Ñ f
˚pA2q a map in DGCatE1pkq.
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3. Colored non-symmetric DG-operads
In this section we recall the definition of the category of colored non-symmetric DG-
operads, which is a multicategory version of DG-categories.
Definition 3.1. An N-collection V over kE is a collection of complexes V “ tV pnq | n ě
1u such that V pnq P kn
E
-mod-kE. I.e. it has a decomposition
V pnq “
à
s1,...,sn,tPE
V ps1, . . . , sn, tq.
Amorphism f between N-collections A and B is a collection tfpnq P Homkn
E
-mod-kEpApnq, Bpnqq |
n ě 1u. This category is denoted by N-colE and it has a monoidal structure given by
pV dW qpnq :“
à
mPN,
n1`¨¨¨`nm“n
W pmq bkm
E
“
V pn1qbk ¨ ¨ ¨ bk V pnmqq
‰
.
Definition 3.2. (1) A colored non-symmetric DG-operad with colors E is a unital
associative algebra in N-colE. We denote the category of these by DG-OperE.
(2) A colored non-symmetric DG-cooperad with colors E is a counital coassociative
coalgebra in N-colE. We denote the category of these by DG-CoOpE
In this paper all operads are non-symmetric so from now on we drop writing non-
symmetric. We warn the reader that many authors use the word operad to refer to
symmetric operads (which are required to be invariant under the action of the symmetric
group).
Example 3.3. A monoidal DG-category A defines a colored DG-operad by setting
Aps1, . . . , sn, tq :“ HomAps1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b sn, tq.
There is a pair of adjoint functors
p1q : DG-OperE Õ DG-CatE : Triv
where p1q is the forgetful functor taking A to the DG-category Ap1q with the same
objects as A and HomAps, tq :“ Aps, tq. The DG-operad TrivpBq is defined by Bps, tq “
HomBps, tq and Bps1, . . . , sn, tq “ 0 for n ą 1.
3.1. DG-functors for operads. One can define DG-functors for operads with different
sets of objects in the same manner as for DG-categories. Let f : E1 Ñ E2 be a map.
This defines a functor
f˚ : N-colE1 Ñ N-colE2
f˚pV qps1, . . . , sn, tq :“ V pfps1q, . . . , fpsnq, fptqq.
Observe that
f˚pV dW qps1, . . . , sn, tq “ pV dW qppfps1q, . . . , fpsnq, fptqq
“
à
mPN,n1`¨¨¨`nm“n,
u1,...,umPE2
pV pfps1q, . . . , fpsn1q, u1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b V pfpsn1`¨¨¨`nm´1q, . . . , fpsnq, umqq
bW pu1, . . . , um, fptqq.
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f˚pV q d f˚pW qps1, . . . , sn, tq
“
à
mPN,n1`¨¨¨`nm“n,
v1,...,vmPE1
pf˚pV qps1, . . . , sn1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b f
˚pV qpsn1`¨¨¨`nm´1 , . . . , sn, vmqq
b f˚pW qpv1, . . . , vm, tq
“
à
mPN,n1`¨¨¨`nm“n,
u1,...,umPE2
pV pfps1q, . . . , fpsn1q, fpv1qq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b V pfpsn1`¨¨¨`nm´1q, . . . , fpsnq, fpvmqqq
bW pfpv1q, . . . , fpvmq, fptqq.
Just like for DG-categories there is a map given by inclusion
f˚pV q d f˚pW q Ñ f˚pV dW q
Just like in the DG-category setting the functor is lax monoidal. A unit map kE Ñ V
maps into V p1q so the fact that f˚ takes unital associative algebras to unital associative
algebras now follows from the DG-category setting. We also have a lax monoidal functor
given by projection
f˚pV dW q Ñ f˚pV q d f˚pW q
Let V Ñ kE2 be a counit map. Then the composition map f
˚pV q Ñ f˚pkE2q Ñ kE1 is a
counit map. Hence, we have the analogous definition
Definition 3.4. (1) Let A1 P DG-OperE1pkq and A2 P DG-OperE2pkq. A morphism
A1 Ñ A2 is a pair of a map f : E1 Ñ E2 and F : A1 Ñ f
˚pA2q a map in
DG-OperE1pkq.
(2) Let A1 P DG-CoopE1pkq and A2 P DG-CoopE2pkq. A morphism A1 Ñ A2 is a
pair of a map f : E1 Ñ E2 and F : f
˚pA2q Ñ A1 a map in DG-CoopE1pkq.
Let DG-Operpkq (resp. DG-Cooppkq) denote the category with objects being objects
in DG-OperEpkq (resp. DG-CoopEpkq) for some set E, and morphisms the ones just
defined.
4. Model category structure on colored DG-operads
In this section we define a model category structure on the category of colored non-
symmetric DG-operads. A similar model category structure for simplicial operads was
constructed in a paper by Cisinski and Moerdijk [CM]. A paper by Caviglia [Ca] proves
that, under certain conditions, the model structure on a monoidal model category can
be transferred to a model structure on the category of colored operads enriched over this
category. Our paper is independent of [Ca]. We prove the theorem
Theorem 4.1. The category of colored DG-operads has a cofibratntly generated model
structure.
Note that the category of colored DG-Operads has pullbacks and small products so
it has all small limits. Dually, it also has pushouts and small coproducts so it has all
small colimits. We will need an explicit pushout construction for the proof of the main
theorem 4.1 in section 4.2. The proof follows the same lines as Tabuada’s construction
[Ta] of a model category structure on the category of DG-categories. We explicitly define
a proposed set of generating cofibrations and generating trivial cofibrations and check
that they define a model category structure by verifying the conditions in the following
recognition theorem.
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Theorem 4.2. [Ho, Theorem 2.1.19] Suppose C is a category with all small colimits and
limits. Suppose W is a subcategory of C, and I and J are sets of maps of C. Then there is
a cofibrantly generated model structure on C with I as the set of generating cofibrations, J
as the set of generating trivial cofibrations, and W as the subcategory of weak equivalences
if and only if the following conditions are satisfied.
(1) The subcategory W has the two out of three property and is closed under retracts.
(2) The domains of I are small relative to I-cell.
(3) The domains of J are small relative to J-cell.
(4) J-cell ĎW X I-cof.
(5) I-inj ĎW X J-inj.
(6) Either W X I-cof Ď J-cof or W X J-inj Ď I-inj.
The model structure we construct is the following.
Definition 4.3. Let F : AÑ B be a functor between DG-operads
(1) The functor F is a weak equivalence if
(a) For all n P N and s1, . . . , sn, t P EA the morphism of complexes
Aps1, . . . , sn, tq Ñ BpF ps1q, . . . , F psnq, F ptqq
is a quasi-isomorphism.
(b) The morphism H0pF p1qq : H0pAp1qq Ñ H0pBp1qq is an equivalence of cate-
gories.
(2) The functor F is a fibration if
(a) For all n P N and s1, . . . , sn, t the morphism of complexes
Aps1, . . . , sn, tq Ñ BpF ps1q, . . . , F psnq, F ptqq
is termwise surjective.
(b) The morphism H0pF p1qq : H0pAp1qq Ñ H0pBp1qq is an isofibration, i.e. for
any map ψ such that H0pψq is an isomorphism in H0pBp1qq there exists a
map φ such that H0pφq is an isomorphism in H0pAp1qq and F pφq “ ψ.
(3) The functor F is a cofibration if it has the left lifting property with respect to
trivial fibrations.
4.1. Generating cofibrations and generating trivial cofibrations. Imitating Tabuada
[Ta] we define some specific colored DG-operads. The initial operad is denoted by H.
Let A be the DG-category with one object t˚u and Ap˚, ˚q “ k.
Let X be a complex of k-modules. Write ArmpXq for the colored operad with colors
E “ ts1, . . . , sn, tu and Armps1, . . . , sn, tq “ X,Armpsi, siq “ k “ Armpt, tq, and all
others zero. Let Spnq be the complex with k in degree n and zero elsewhere, and Dpnq
the complex id:k Ñ k in degrees n ´ 1 and n with zeros elsewhere. The standard map
Spnq Ñ Dpnq induces a map of operads ArmpSpnqq Ñ ArmpDpnqq.
Define H to be the DG-category with two objects 1 and 2 and whose morphisms are
generated by f P Hom0p1, 2q, g P Hom0p2, 1q, r1 P Hom
´1p1, 1q, r2 P Hom
´1p2, 2q and
r12 P Hom
´2p1, 2q subject to relations df “ dg “ 0, dr1 “ gf ´ Id1, dr2 “ fg ´ Id2 and
dr12 “ fr1 ´ r2f . Observe that the category H
0pHq is the category with two objects 1
and 2 and morphisms Homp1, 1q “ k “ Homp2, 2q, Homp1, 2q “ k ¨f and Homp2, 1q “ k ¨g
and relations fg “ Id2 and gf “ Id1. Hence, it is the category with two objects and an
isomorphism between them.
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Lemma 4.4. Let C be a DG-category. The existence of a functor H Ñ C is equivalent
to the existence of a morphism f : c1 Ñ c2 of degree 0 in C with df “ 0 such that its
cohomology class rf s P H0pCqpc1, c2q is an isomorphism.
Proof. Since not all DG-categories allow cones we use the Yoneda embedding C ãÑ Cop-
mod and take cones in the module category. Recall that if f : K‚ Ñ L‚is a map of
complexes, then the cone of f is the complex Cone‚pfq :“ K‚`1‘L‚ with the differential
D :“ p´dK , f `dLq. The chain map f is a homotopy equivalence if and only if Cone
‚pfq
is nullhomotopic. A nullhomotopy on Cone‚pfq is a map H : Cone‚pfq Ñ Cone‚´1pfq
satisfying HD `DH “ IdCone. Write
H :“
„
r1 g
r12 r2

for some maps r1 : K
‚`1 Ñ K‚, r2 : L
‚ Ñ L‚´1, g : L‚ Ñ K‚ and r12 : K
‚`1 Ñ L‚´1.
The condition HD`DH “ IdCone can then be rewritten as the following four equations
dr1 “ r1dK ` dKr1 “ gf ´ idK ,
dg “ gdL ´ dKg “ 0,
dr12 “ r12dK ´ dLr12 “ r2f ` fr1,
dr2 “ r2dL ` dLr2 “ idL ´ fg.
Hence, if df “ 0 then a nullhomotopy is equivalent to a morphism HÑ Conepfq. 
The following definition is a natural generalization of Tabuada.
Definition 4.5. (1) The set I of generating cofibrations is the set of maps tH Ñ
A,ArmpSn´1q Ñ ArmpDnq;m,n P Nu.
(2) The set J of generating trivial cofibrations is the set of maps tAÑ H,Armp0q Ñ
ArmpDnq;m,n P Nu.
The follow lemma shows that the definition of J is compatible with the expected model
category structure from 4.3.
Lemma 4.6. A functor is a fibration if and only if it has the right lifting property with
respect to J .
Proof. First consider diagrams of the form
Armp0q

α // P
F

ArmpDnq
β // Q
Such a diagram is equivalent to a choice of βpaq P Qn. Hence, the right lifting property
with respect to this morphism is equivalent to F being surjective.
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Let F : P Ñ Q be a functor with he right lifting property with respect to AÑ H. A
diagram induces a diagram on the underlying homotopy categories
H0pAq

// H0pP p1qq
H0pF p1qq

H0pHq //
99r
r
r
r
r
H0pQp1qq
Since H0pHq is the category with two objects and an isomorphism between them the
induced lifting property is equivalent to H0pF p1qq being an isofibration.
Assume now that F is an isofibration. Given a diagram
A

// P
F

H //
??⑧
⑧
⑧
⑧
Q
we need to construct a lifting. The diagram is given by c P ObpP q and a, b P ObpQq
with maps between them and F pcq “ a. When passing to the homotopy categories the
previous argument gives that a » b in H0pQp1qq. Since F is an isofibration the exists
d P ObpH0pP p1qqq “ ObpP q such that F pdq “ b and an isomorphism φ : c
„
Ñ d in
H0pP p1qq. By lemma 4.4 this is equivalent to providing a map H Ñ P making the
diagram commutative. 
4.2. Proof of main theorem 4.1. In this section we verify the conditions of the recog-
nition theorem 4.2. The verification is broken down into a sequence of lemmas.
Lemma 4.7. J-cell ĎW .
We need to show that transfinite compositions of pushouts of the maps in J are weak
equivalences. For the proof we need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.8. Let C be a DG-category with one object and D a DG-category with two
objects (considered as operads) and α : C Ñ D a fully-faithful functor. Then for any
pushout diagram of operads
C
α

γ // P
β

D // Q
the morphisms
Pnps1, . . . , sm, tq Ñ Q
npβps1q, . . . , βpsmq, βptqq @s1, . . . , sm, t P ObP.
are quasi-isomorphisms.
Proof. The proof is identical to the proof of lemma 1.29 in [CM] (they work in the setting
of simplicial symmetric operads but the same proof works in our setting). They calculate
the pushout explicitly. Since C only have one object t0u and D has two objcets ts, tu
with αp0q “ s the set of objects EQ is the disjoint union EP \ ttu. The morphisms
Qpc1, . . . , cn, cq depnds on where t occurs. If c1, . . . cn, c P EP then Qpc1, . . . , cn, cq “
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P pc1, . . . , cn, cq and Qpt, tq “ Dpt, tq. In mixed cases morphisms are represented by triples
h ¨p ¨ ph1, . . . , hbq, where ph1, . . . , hnq P Dp1, 0q
b, p P P pc1, . . . , ci, γp0q, ci`2 . . . γp0q, . . . , cq
with γp0q occuring b times, and h P Dp0, 1q if c “ t and trivial otherwise. With the
following relations for all k P Cp0, 0q
hαpkq ¨ p ¨ ph1, . . . , hbq “ h ¨ γpkqp ¨ ph1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , hbq
h ¨ p ¨ ph1, . . . , αpkqhi, . . . , hbq “ h ¨ p ˝i γpkq ¨ ph1, . . . , hbq,
where ˝i denotes inserting in the i’th place. Consider h
1 ¨ p1 ¨ ph1
1
, . . . , h1b1q and h ¨ p ¨
ph1, . . . , hbq. Since α is fully-faithful there is a unique k P Cp0, 0q such that αpkq “ h
1
1
h P
Dp0, 0q. We define the composition as
ph1 ¨p1 ¨ ph11, . . . , h
1
b1qq˝n`1 ph ¨p ¨ ph1 , . . . , hbqq “ h
1 ¨ pp1 ˝n`1 γpkqpq ¨ ph1 , . . . , hb, h
1
2, . . . , h
1
b1q
The morphism β is identity on P pc1, . . . , cn, cq for ci, c P EP so it is fully-faithful. See
[CM] for a proof that this defines the pushout. 
Proof of lemma 4.7. The class of weak equivalences is closed under transfinite composi-
tions so it suffices to show that pushouts of J are weak equivalences. Assume we have a
pushout diagram
A

δ // P
β

H // Q
We want to show that β is a weak equivalence. Let H0 be the category with one object
and H0p˚, ˚q “ Hp1, 1q. The pushout can be decomposed into two pushouts
A

δ // P
φ

H0 //

P 1
π

H // Q
The functor H0 Ñ H is fully faithful so it follows from lemma 4.8 that π is a quasi-
isomorphism on polyhoms. To check that φ is a weak equivalence we need the following
observation.
Claim 4.9. The DG-category H0 is the direct sum of k and an exact complex H¯0.
Proof. Write H0p0, 0q “
À
nď0H
n
0
p0, 0q. Notice that
H0pH0p0, 0qq “ H
0
0p0, 0q{dH
´1p0, 0q » k
The morphism Ap0, 0q “ k Ñ H0p0, 0q is given by k ¨ 1 ÞÑ k ¨ Id fits into the short exact
sequence
k Ñ H0p0, 0q
ǫ
Ñ H00p0, 0q{dH
´1
0
p0, 0q » k
Hence, kerpǫq “
À
nă0H
np0, 0q ‘ dH´1p0, 0q is a 2-sided ideal and an exact complex.
Since H0p0, 0q » k ‘ kerpǫq this finishes the proof of the claim. 
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Proof. The pushout have EP 1 “ EP and morphisms are represented by by compositions
of h ¨ p, where h P H0p0, 0q and p P P pc1, . . . , cn, δp0qq with relations
hβp0q ¨ p “ h ¨ δp0qp.
Composition is given by ph¨pq˝ph1 ¨p1q “ hh1 ¨pp1. Hence, P 1 “ PbH0{k ¨Id » Pbkerpǫq.
It follows from the claim that φ is a quasi-isomorphism on polyhoms. 
Thus, φ is a quasi-isomorphism on polyhoms.
The second condition for a weak equivalence is in terms of the underlying DG-categories.
Restricting a pushout diagram of operads to the underlying DG-categories gives a pushout
diagram of DG-categories. Hence, it follows from the corresponding statement in Tabuada
[Ta, Lemme 2.2].
Assume we have a pushout diagram
Armp0q

α // P
F

ArmpDnq // Q
For m ‰ 1 we have Armp0qp1q “ ArmpDnqp1q so the pushout F p1q is the identity. Since
Armp0q gives no relations on polyhoms we have Q “ P bArmpDnq for polyhoms. Since
Dn is exact F is a quasi-isomorphism on polyhoms. 
Definition 4.10. The class of morphisms which are surjective on objects, surjective on
polyhoms and quasi-isomorphisms on polyhom is denoted by Surj.
Lemma 4.11. I-inj=Surj.
Proof. Let F : P Ñ Q be a morphism of operads fitting into a commutative diagram
H

// P
F

A
α // Q
A map α : A Ñ P is equivalent to a choice of an object in Q. Hence, having the right
lifting property with respect to HÑ A is equivalent to F being surjective on objects.
The rest of the proof is [Ho, Proposition 2.3.5]. We include it here for the readers
convenience. Suppose that we have the right lifting property with respect to Sn´1 Ñ Dn.
A morphism of complexes
k
βn

Id // k

Mn // Mn´1
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is equivalent to a choice of an element in Mn. Likewise, a morphism Sn´1 ÑM is given
by an element m in Mn´1 with dm “ 0. Thus, a diagram
Sn´1

f // X
p

Dn
g // Y
is equivalent to the data tpy, xq P YnˆZn´1X | px “ dyu. A lift is equivalent to a z P Xn
such that pz “ y and dz “ x. Let y P Yn with dy “ 0. Then py, 0q defines a diagram so
by the lifting property there exists z P Xn with pz “ y and dz “ 0. Hence, p is surjective
on homology. Let x P ZnX with px “ dy. Then py, xq defines a diagram so there exists
z P Xn`1 with pz “ y and dz “ x. Hence, p is also injective on homology so it is a
quasi-isomorphism. The morphism p is also surjective. Indeed, let y P Yn. Then dy is a
cycle so there exists x P Zn´1X such that px “ dy. The pair py, xq defines a diagram so
there exists a lift z P Xn with pz “ y.
Assume now that p is surjective on polyhoms and quasi-isomorphism on polyhom.
Given a diagram py, xq we need to define a lift z P Xn with pz “ y and dz “ x. Since p
is surjective on polyhoms we have a short exact sequence
0Ñ K Ñ X Ñ Y Ñ 0
Choose w P Xn with pw “ y. Then ppdwq “ dppwq “ dy “ px and dpdw ´ xq “ dx “ 0
so dw ´ x P Zn´1K. Since p is a quasi-isomorphism on polyhoms H‚pKq “ 0 so there
exists v P Kn such that dv “ dw ´ x. Set z “ w ´ v. Then pz “ y and dz “ x as
required. 
Lemma 4.12. J-inj XW “Surj.
Proof. As observed in lemma 4.6 the right lifting property imply surjectivity on polyhoms.
Since AÑ H has no polyhoms a diagram
A

α // P
F

H
β // Q
is equivalent to a diagram on the underlying categories
A

α // P p1q
F p1q

H
β // Qp1q
The result now follows from [Ta, Lemme 2.4]. 
Proof of theorem 4.1. Condition (1) is clear. The lemmas 4.7, 4.11 and 4.12 proves condi-
tions (4), (5) and (6) in theorem 4.2. We need to check that J´cell Ď I´cof “ llppI´inj).
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Let X Ñ Y be one of the morphisms in J and F : P Ñ Q a pushout. We need to define
a lifting for any diagram with G P I-inj.
X

// P
F

// A
G

Y // Q // B
By the lemmas I´ inj “ J ´ injXW so there is a morphism Y Ñ A making the diagram
commutative. The desired morphism QÑ A is obtained from the universal property of
pushout.
For (2) and (3) let κ be a cardinal, λ a κ filtered ordinal and
X0 Ñ X1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Xβ Ñ . . .
a λ-sequence. Then
colimβăλHompH,Xβq “ colimβăλ 0 “ 0 “ HompH, colimβăλXβq,
colimβăλHompArmpSnq,Xβq “ colimβăλtxβ P X
n
β : dxβ “ 0u,
HompArmpSnq, colimβăλXβq “ tx P colimβăλX
n
β : dx “ 0u.
Since morphisms are chain maps the two last colimits agree. In particular, the domains
are small relative to I-cell. For J we have
colimβăλHompA,Xβq “ colimβăλtObjpXβqu “ HompA, colimβăλXβq,
colimβăλHompArmp0q,Xβq “ colimβăλ “ 0 “ HompArmp0q, colimβăλXβqu.
Thus, the domains are small relative to any set of morphisms. 
5. Unital dg-operads
In the following sections we define a model category of categories enriched over DG-
Cat, and of strong homotopy functors between them. Since the enrichments have units
given by identity functors we first define the subcategory of unital colored non-symmetric
DG-operads and prove that it inherits a model category structure. Let E be a set of
objects with a distinguished unit object e. Write Ap0q “ ‘tApe, tq. Then we have an
inclusion Ap0q :“ ‘tPEApe, tq ãÑ ‘s,tPEAps, tq “ Ap1q.
Definition 5.1. A unital DG-operad A is a DG-operad satisfying that for any n P N
and tuple m1, . . . ,mn with 0 ď mi ď 1 the morphism of complexes
Apnq bAp1qn pApm1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bApmnqq Ñ Apm1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `mnq
is an isomorphism.
Writing the definition out in terms of colors we get
Aps1, . . . , sn, tq b pApr1, s1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bApe, siq b ¨ ¨ ¨ bAprn, snqq
„
Ñ Apr1, . . . , eˆ, . . . , rn, tq
Given ps1, . . . , snq P E
n we define the reduced expression redps, . . . , snq to be ps1, . . . , snq
with all occurrences of e removed; e.g. redps, e, t, r, e, e, v, u, eq “ ps, t, r, v, uq. Instead
of redps1, . . . , snq “ H we write redps1, . . . , snq “ e. In particular, for unitary operads
Aps1, . . . , sn, tq
„
Ñ Apredps1, . . . , snq, tq.
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Definition 5.2. A morphism of unital colored operads F : A Ñ B is a morphism of
operads F : A Ñ B satisfying that F peAq “ eB. Denote the category of unital colored
operads by DG-Operupkq.
The forgetful functor
For : DG-Operupkq Ñ DG-Operpkq
has an adjoint given by
˜: DG-OperE Ñ DG-Oper
u
EYteu
with
A˜ps1, . . . , sn, tq “
$’’’&’’’%
Apredps1, . . . , snq, tq if t ‰ e and redps1, . . . , snq ‰ e
0 if t “ e and redps1, . . . , snq ‰ e
k if t “ e and redps1, . . . , snq “ e
0 if t ‰ e and redps1, . . . , snq “ e
Lemma 5.3. MapupA˜,Bq “ MappA,ForpBqq
Proof. Let F P MappA˜,Bq. It is given by the data F : EA Y teAu Ñ EB and
A˜ps1, . . . , sn, tq Ñ BpF ps1q, . . . , F psnq, F ptqq
for all s1, . . . , sn, t P EA. Since F peAq “ eB it is given by F |EA : EA Ñ EB and
BpF ps1q, . . . , F psnq, F ptqq » BpredpF ps1q, . . . , F psnqq, F ptqq
“ BpredpF predps1, . . . , snqqq, F ptqq
» BpF predps1, . . . , snqq, F ptqq.
Hence, for t ‰ e and redps1, . . . , snq ‰ e it is determined by F |A P MappA,ForpBqq. In
the cases t “ e, redps1, . . . , snq ‰ e and t ‰ e, redps1, . . . , snq “ e the map is 0. In the
only remaining case t “ e, redps1, . . . , snq “ e we have
A˜pe, . . . , e, eq “ A˜pe, eq “ k Ñ Bpe, eq
Since F is in particular a functor between the categories A˜p1q and Bp1q it takes 1 to
Id P Bpe, eq. Thus, we have shown that F is completely determined by F |A. It is clear
from the above that a non-unital map A Ñ ForpBq uniquely extends to a unital map
A˜Ñ B. 
In this category we define the generating fibrations and generating trivial fibrations to
be ˜ of the generators in the non-unital category.
Definition 5.4. (1) I˜ is the set of maps tH˜ Ñ A˜, A˜rmpSn´1q Ñ A˜rmpDnq;m,n P
Nu.
(2) J˜ is the set of maps tA˜Ñ H˜, A˜rmp0q Ñ A˜rmpDnq;m,n P Nu.
A map F : X Ñ Y of non-unital operads upgrades to a map of unital operads F˜ :
X˜ Ñ Y˜ . By the lemma for a map of unital operads G : P Ñ Q to have the right lifting
property with respect to F˜ is equivalent to ForpGq to have the right lifting property with
respect to F .
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X˜
F˜

// P
G

Y˜ //
@@ 
 
 
 
Q
X
F

// ForpP q
ForpGq

Y //
<<②
②
②
②
②
ForpQq
Hence, the unital weak equivalences, (resp. fibrations, resp. cofibrations are exactly
those morphisms of unital operads which are weak equivalences (resp. fibrations, resp.
cofibrations) in the non-unital model category.
Theorem 5.5. The category of unital DG-operads has a model structure.
Proof. It follows directly from lemma 4.11 and 4.12 together with the above remark that
I˜ ´ inj “ W˜ X J˜ ´ inj. For the pushout we have Y˜ ˆX˜ P » Y ˆX P . Hence, it follows
from lemma 4.7 that J˜ ´ cell Ď W˜ . These are the main steps in the proof. The rest is
the same as in the proof of theorem 4.1. 
6. Bar construction for colored non-symmetric DG-operads
In this section we define the bar construction for colored non-symmetric DG-operads.
It is a modification of the bar construction for (non-colored) symmetric DG-operads
in Getzler-Jones [GJ] (which is again based on a bar construction by Ginzburg and
Kapranov [GK]) replace the abstract graph tree for symmetric operads with planar trees.
Another good reference is [LV].
6.1. Trees. A (planar rooted) tree is a nonempty oriented, contractible planar graph
without loops (oriented or not) such that there is a least one incoming edge and exactly
one outgoing edge at each vertex. We allow edges to be bounded by a vertex at one end
only. Such vertices are called external. All other edges are called internal. For a tree T
we denote the set of input edges by InpT q. For a vertex v P T we denote the number of
incoming edges by Inpvq. A tree with n incoming edges is called an n-tree.
6.2. The free DG-operad. Let P be an N-collection. We define the N-collection F pP q
F pP qpnq “
à
n-tree T
â
vPT
P pInpvqq.
Observe that there is a map F pP q˝F pP q Ñ F pP q (modifying the trees) giving a natural
operad structure. This is called the free operad. Similarly, one also have a map F pP q Ñ
F pP q˝F pP q giving a cooperad structure on F pP q. This is called the cofree cooperad and
we denote it by CpP q. The free operad is free in the sense that the functor F : N-collÑ
DG-Oper is right adjoint to the forgetful functor (see e.g. [GJ, Cor. 1.11]).
6.3. Bar construction. Let P be a DG-operad. We write ΣP for its suspension which
shifts the degree of each complex by minus 1, i.e. pΣP qpnqi “ P pnqi´1 and δΣP pnqpvq “
p´1q|v|ΣpδP pnqvq. The bar construction BpP q is the defined by adding a term to the
differential on the cofree cooperad CpP q given by the operad structure on P .
Let T be a tree and e be an internal edge from vertex s to t with e being input number
k. We define the tree T ze by contracting the edge e and merging the vertices s and t.
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The merged vertex in T ze is denoted by t ¨ s. Using the unit map η : 1Ñ P p1q and the
operad structure we get a map
P pInptqqb1kbP pInpsqqb1Inptqze´k Ñ P pInptqqbP p1qkbP pInpsqqbP p1qInptqze´k Ñ P pInpt¨sqq
This induces a map Be : pΣP qpT q Ñ pΣP qpT zeq of degree -1. Let B : CpΣP q Ñ CpΣP q
be the sum of all the Be for all trees T and internal edges e. As shown in [GK, Lemma
3.2.9] for any finite set I and Vi DG-vector spaces for i P I there is an isomorphism.â
iPI
Vir´1s
„
Ñ p
â
iPI
Viqr´|I|s b Λ
|I|k|I|,
vi1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b vin ÞÑ vi1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b vin b i1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ in.
Hence, if e1 and e2 are two distinct edges in T then Be1Be2 ` Be2Be1 “ 0 and so B
2 “ 0.
Since B commutes with δP it follows that δP `B is a differential. In [GJ, Prop. 2.2] they
also check that it is compatible with the operad structure.
Definition 6.1. Let P be an augmented operad. The bar cooperad BpP q is the cooperad
CpΣP q with differential δBpP q “ δP ` B.
Notice that bar for P p1q is the same as bar for DG-categories (see Keller). A cooperad
is connected if it has kE in degree 0 and the rest is concentrated in strictly positive degree
e.g. BpP q is connected for any operad P . There is a cobar construction B˚ for connected
cooperads. It is the operad F pΣ´1Qq with differential δB˚Q “ δQ ` B
˚, where δQ is
the internal differential induced by the one on Q and B˚ is the differential defined by
reversing all the arrows in the definition of B.
Lemma 6.2. [GJ, Thm. 2.17] The functors B˚ and B forms an adjoint pair of functors
between DG-operad and connected DG-cooperads.
HomDG-OperpB
˚pQq, P q “ HomDG-CooppQ,BpP qq.
The proof is for symmetric operads but the same proof works in our slightly modified
setting.
Proposition 6.3. For an operad P we have a functorial cofibrant replacement given by
B˚BpP q.
We split the proof of the proposition into two lemmas.
Lemma 6.4. The counit B˚BpP q Ñ P is a weak equivalence for any operad P .
Proof. This proof is an adaption of the proof of [GK, Theorem 3.2.16]. We include the
proof in our setup for completeness and because it provides a model for the proof of a
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generalization of this statement (lemma 7.10). We first calculate B˚BpP q.
B˚BpP qpnq “
à
n tree
T
â
vPT
BpP qr´1spInpvqq
»
à
n tree
T
`â
vPT
BpP qpInpvqq
˘
r´|T |s b detpT q
“
à
n tree
T
â
vPT
à
Inpvq
tree S
â
wPS
P r1spInpwqqr´|T |s b detpT q
“
à
n tree
T
â
vPT
à
Inpvq
tree S
`â
wPS
P pInpwqq
˘
r´|T | ` |S|s b detpT q b detpSq˚.
Observe that the two sums and tensor products means that we start with a tree T and
then we replace each vertex with a tree with the same valence. Hence, we get a direct
sum where the same tree occurs many times corresponding to different starting trees and
different trees inserted into it. If a tree T 1 can be obtained for T by contracting some
(possibly empty) set of edges (i.e. as a starting tree it will give rise to a copy of T ) then
we write T ě T 1.
For w P T 1 we denote the subtree of T contracted into w by Tw. Observe that in the
above formula detpSq˚ cancels out part of detpT q. Rewriting in terms of pairs T ě T 1
what remains is the part corresponding to the trees Tw and the formula becomes.
B˚BpP qpnq »
à
n tree T
TěT 1
`â
vPT
P pInpvqq
˘
r´|T | ` |T 1|s
â
wPT 1
detpTwq
Notice that the term for T “ T 1 being the tree with one vertex and n edges is P pnq.
Hence, we have a surjective projection map B˚BpP q Ñ P which is a morphism of operads.
We need to show that the complexes for all other pairs are acyclic. The differential on
B˚BpP q has three terms d1 ` d2 ` d3, where d1 is the differential on P , d2 is the part
induced by the operad structure on P , and d3 the part induced by the operad structure
on F pP r1sq, i.e. grafting of trees. Note that B˚BpP q is the total complex of a double
complex placed in the third quadrant with differentials d1 ` d2 and d3. Notice that we
have a bounded below exhaustive filtration compatible with the differentials given by
B˚BpP qpnqm »
à
n tree T
TěT 1,|T |“m
P pT qr´|T | ` |T 1|s
â
wPT 1
detpTwq.
The convergence of the spectral sequence of a bicomplex with a bounded below exhaustive
filtration shows that it is enough to prove that the complex is acyclic with respect to d3.
Fix n and T . Then the summand corresponding to T is the product of P pT q with the
purely combinatorial complex with ´i’th term
Ci :“
à
TěT 1
|T 1|´|T |“i
â
wPT 1
detpTwq.
Since detpTwq is a one-dimensional vector space the ´i’th term is k
i. A choice of T 1
corresponds to a choice of edges in T to contract and defines the Tw which defines a way
of splitting T into up into |T 1| disjoint pieces. The differential on each detpTwq is given
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by i1^¨ ¨ ¨^ i|Tw| ÞÑ
ř
k i1^¨ ¨ ¨^
pik^¨ ¨ ¨^ i|Tw|, where the hat indicates that the entry is
left out. The differential corresponds to all possible ways of removing |T 1| edges keeping
track of signs. This is exactly the face map in the chain complex of the |T |-simplex.
Since a simplex is contractible the complex is acyclic except for in degree 0. Degree 0
is the part corresponding to T 1 “ T and so to P pnq. Hence, the map B˚BpP q Ñ P is a
quasi-isomorphism. 
Lemma 6.5. The operad B˚BpP q is cofibrant for any operad P .
Proof. Let V be an N-collection. Then F pV q is cofibrant. Indeed, the free operad functor
is left adjoint to the forgetful functor from operads to N-collections. Hence, the left lifting
property for H Ñ FreepV q with respect to trivial fibrations in the model category of
operads is equivalent to the left lifting property of V with respect to termwise surjective
quasi-isomorphisms of N-collections. This is equivalent to a collection of lifts of surjective
quasi-isomorphisms in the model category of complexes of vector spaces and here such a
lift exists.
Let P be an operad with a filtration P0 “ F pV q Ă P1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Pn Ă . . . such that
P “
Ť
Pi and at each step Pi “ Pi´1xxiy with dxi P Pi´1. Such an operad is called
quasi-free. In this case we have a pushout diagram
Freepk dxiq //

Pi´1

Freepk xi Ñ k dxiq // Pi
Notice that Freepk dxiq Ñ Freepk xi Ñ k dxiq is the generating cofibration ArmpSn´1q Ñ
ArmpDnq for some n,m so all the maps Pi´1 Ñ Pi are cofibrations and P is cofibrant.
The last step in the proof is to show that B˚BpP q is quasi-free. Consider the filtration
from the proof of the previous lemma
B˚BpP qpnqm »
à
n tree T
|T |“m, TěT 1
P pT qr´|T | ` |T 1|s
â
wPT 1
detpTwq.
The differential maps B˚BpP qpnqm into
Ť
kăm B
˚BpP qpnqk so adding the generators of
P pT q one at a time for T with |T | “ m and then proceeding to T 1 with |T 1| “ m` 1 one
gets a filtration of the required form. Thus, B˚BpP q is cofibrant. 
7. 2-CatI
In this section we introduce the category replacing 2-Cat from Schanuel-Street [SS] in
the (non-unital) homotopy setting. The unital version is done in the next section.
7.1. Definition of 2-CatI . To see how to generalize our definition we first rewrite the
tree language of DG-operads into another combinatorial model. Notice that a tree with
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one inner vertex is equivalent to a rooted oriented polygon
s1
t
②②②②②②②
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊ s2
s3
Ø
‚
s2 // ‚
s3
❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
‚
s1
??⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
t
// ‚
t ‚ s Ø ‚
s
((
t
66 ‚
This extends to a bijection between marked trees and rooted oriented colored polygons
with cellular decomposition. These are called chord diagrams and we denote them by
Diag.
s1
t2 t1
ssssss
s2
u
tttttt
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
s3
t3 s4
Ø
‚
s3
''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
‚
s2
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
‚
s4vv
t3

‚
s1
__❅❅❅❅❅❅❅
t1
BB
t2
KK
u
// ‚
With this description we have a natural generalization by also labeling the vertices of
the polygon by a finite set I. Let E “ tEijui,jPI be a collection of sets. We now rewrite
the above diagram picture into description similar to the one for DG-operads. One may
think of elements of I as 0-morphisms and elements of E as 1-morphisms. Taking source
or target defines two maps s, t : E Ñ I. Given a diagram with a cell decomposition we
consider paths different paths in it, i.e. n-step ways to go from one point to another
along the arrows in the diagram.
PathE,Ipnq :“ EˆI ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆI E n factors.
The source and target maps extend to PathE,I . Such a path picks out a cell in the
diagram.
CellE,I “
ğ
n
CellE,Ipnq “
ğ
n
PathE,Ipnq ˆIˆI E.
The set of all diagrams (with coloring) is denoted by DiagE,I . The set of all possible
cellular decompositions (with coloring) of a cell is denoted by dec. We have a map
DiagE,I Ñ CellE,I given by taking all the cells occuring in the diagram (but forgetting
how they are glued together). We have the projection maps top: CellE,I Ñ PathE,I and
bot: CellE,I Ñ E. For a rooted oriented polygon cell ∇ the edges botp∇q is the one such
that ∇ is to the left, e.g. in the picture above botpt1, t2q “ t2 and botpt3, s4q “ t3. The
other edges are denoted by topp∇q. Concatenation of paths gives a natural structure of
an operad in sets
Celln ˆPathn pCell
m1 ˆI ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆI Cell
mnq Ñ Cellm1`¨¨¨`mn ,
pt1, . . . , tn; tq, ps1; t1q, . . . , psn; tnq ÞÑ ps1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , sn; tq.
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This can be rewritten on the level of rings. Set
kI :“
à
rPE
ker, kE :“
à
i,jPI
kEi,j P kI -mod-kI ,
OpPathnq :“ kE bkI ¨ ¨ ¨ bkI kE.
Set OpCellnq “ OpPathnq bkIˆkI kE. Pulling back along the concatenation map gives a
morphism of rings
OpCellm1`¨¨¨`mnq Ñ OpCellnq bOpPathnq pOpCell
m1q bkI ¨ ¨ ¨ bkI OpCell
mnqq(7.1)
Definition 7.1. The category N-seqI,E has objects collections of complexes tApnq | n ě
1u with
Apnq “
ğ
i,jPI,tPEij
sPPathnpi,jq
Ai,jps; tq P OpCell
nq-mod.
This category has a product d given by
pAdBqpmq :“
à
nPN,
m1`...mn“m
Bpnq bOpPathnq pApm1q bkI ¨ ¨ ¨ bkI Apmnqq,
where Apm1qbkI ¨ ¨ ¨bkI Apmnq P OpPath
m1`¨¨¨`mnq-mod-OpPathnq with the two the left
and right kI module structures coinciding.
This can be written out in coordinates. Let sn, . . . , s1 P Path
npi, jq with sk P Eik´1,ik
with i0 “ i and in “ j.
pAdBqi,jpsn, . . . , s1;uq “
à
m1`¨¨¨`mr“n
tkPEik´1,ik
Bi,jptr, . . . , t1;uq b pAi,i1psm1 , . . . , s1; t1q b . . .
b Ain´1,jpsn, . . . , sm1`¨¨¨`mr´1`1; trqq
Definition 7.2. A category in 2-CatI with 0-morphisms I and 1-morphisms E is a unital
associative algebra in N´ seqI,E with
Apnq bOpPathnq pApm1qbkI ¨ ¨ ¨ bkI Apmnqq Ñ Apm1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `mnq
a morphism of OpCellm1`...mnq-modules via (7.1).
Remark 7.3. Notice that for I being a one-point set 2-Catt˚u “DG-oper.
Definition 7.4. A morphism in 2-CatI is the data F “ tFE, F pnq, n ě 1u : pI,EA, Aq Ñ
pI,EB , Bq. Here FE : EA Ñ EB is a morphism. It induces a map of rings OpCell
n
Aq Ñ
OpCellnBq and we require that this map is compatible with (7.1). For n ě 1 the F pnq are
morphisms of OpCellnAq-modules F pnq : Apnq Ñ Bpnq satisfying composition.
7.2. Model category structure on 2-CatI . Our goal in this section is to prove the
following theorem
Theorem 7.5. The category 2-CatI has a cofibrantly generated model category structure
with
(1) A morphism F : pI,EA, Aq Ñ pI,EB , Bq is a weak-equivalence if for all n P
N, i, j P I and s P Cellnpi, jq
(a) The morphism F : Aijpsq Ñ BijpF psqq is a quasi-isomorphism.
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(b) The functors H0pF p1qq : H0pAi,jp1qq Ñ H
0pBi,jp1qq are equivalences of DG-
categories.
(2) A morphism F : pI,EA, Aq Ñ pI,EB , Bq is a fibration if for all n P N, i, j P I and
s P Cellnpi, jq
(a) The morphism F : Aijpsq Ñ BijpF psqq is termwise surjective.
(b) The functors H0pF p1qq : H0pAi,jp1qq Ñ H
0pBi,jp1qq are isofibrations.
This is done in the same way as for colored DG-operads by defining generating cofi-
brations and generating trivial cofibrations. Fix i, j P I then there is a functor
ij : DG-operE Ñ 2-CatI
given by
pEijqkl “
#
E i “ k, j “ l
H otherwise
, pAijqkl “
#
A i “ k, j “ l
0 otherwise
Given a complex K and s “ pi1
a1Ñ i2
a2Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
an´1
Ñ in, i1
a
Ñ inq P Celli,j we define Ar
K
s
to be the object in 2-CatI with
pEArKs qkl :“
#
ta1 : i1 Ñ i2, . . . , an´1 : in´1 Ñ in, a : i1 Ñ inu k “ 1, l “ j
H otherwise
pArKs qklptq :“
#
K k “ i, l “ j, t “ s
0 otherwise
The generating cofibrations and generating trivial cofibrations are the ones from col-
ored DG-operads upgraded to 2-CatI .
Definition 7.6. (1) I is the set of maps
tH Ñ Ai,j,ArSn´1s Ñ Ar
Dn
s | i, j P I, s P Cellpi, jqu.
(2) J is the set of maps
tAi,j Ñ Hi,j,Ar0s Ñ Ar
Dn
s | i, j P I, s P Cellpi, jqu.
Proof of theorem 7.5. We check the conditions in theorem 4.2. To prove (4) we notice
that for a push-out diagram we get
Aij

// P

Hij
x
// Q
ñ
A

// Pij

H
x// Qij
^
0

// Pkl

0
x
// Qkl
for k ‰ i, l ‰ j.
The rightmost diagram implies that Pkl Ñ Qkl is an isomorphism for k ‰ i, l ‰ j.
The other is a push-out of colored DG-operads. Since the conditions for being a weak
equivalence in 2-CatI is termwise the same as for colored DG-operads (4) follows from
lemma 4.7. The arguments for pushouts for Ar0s Ñ Ar
Dn
s is similar.
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For (5) and (6) we observe that for existence of lifts
Bij

// P

Cij
??⑧
⑧
⑧
⑧
// Q
ô
B

// Pij

C
??⑦
⑦
⑦
⑦
// Qij
,
ArK1s1

a // P
F

ArK2s2
>>⑥
⑥
⑥
⑥
⑥
// Q
ô
K1

// Pijpaps1qq

K2
99r
r
r
r
r
r
// QijpF paps1qqq
where B and C are arbitrary DG-operads, K1,K2 complexes and s1, s2 cells. Hence,
the requirement for lifting these in 2-CatI is (since weak equivalences are also defined
termwise) equivalent to the corresponding lifts for colored DG-operads. The conditions
now follows from lemma 4.11 and 4.12. The proof of the rest of the conditions is identical
to the corresponding conditions in the proof of theorem 4.1. 
7.3. Bar construction for 2-CatI . For colored DG-operad the free operad/co-free
cooperad is given by
F pP qpnq “
à
T planar
n tree
à
colorings
of edges
â
vertex v
of T
P pInpvq;Outpvqq,
where In denotes the colors of the inputs at v and Out denotes the color of the output.
Let A P N-collE, I. With the polygon combinatorial model described in section 7.1 the
free operad construction has the following natural generalization to 2-CatI
F pAqpnq “
à
Cellular
decomposition
of n-gon
à
markings of
polytope and
decomposition
â
Cell c in
decomposition
Aptoppcq;botpcqq
“
à
DPDiagE,Ipnq
â
cPCellE,I pDq
Aptoppcq;botpcqq.
Lemma 7.7. FSetpCellE,Iq “ DiagE,I .
Just like for operads we have maps F pAq ˝ F pAq Ñ F pAq and F pAq Ñ F pAq ˝ F pAq.
Proposition 7.8. The free functor F : N -seqI Ñ 2 -CatI is the right adjoint of the
forgetful functor.
Proof. The proof is almost identical to the corresponding proof for operads (see e.g. [GJ,
Cor. 1.11]). We need to prove that for any V P N-collI and A P2-CatI every map
f : V Ñ A factors through a map F pV q Ñ A in 2-CatI . It suffices to show that for
every A P 2-CatI there is a natural map µ : F pAq Ñ A in 2-CatI . Fix D P DiagE,I and a
decomposition. Enumerate the cells in the chosen decomposition increasing from inside
to outside and clockwise. E.g. in the example
‚
s3 //
t3
&&t4 --
‚
s4
❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
‚
s2
??⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
‚
s5vv
t5

‚
s1
__❅❅❅❅❅❅❅
t1
OO
u
// ‚
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c1 “ pt1, t4, t5, uq, c2 “ ps1, s2, t1q, c3 “ pt3, t4q, c4 “ pt5, s5q and c5 “ ps3, s4, t3q. The de-
sired map is obtained by iterated use of the operad structure on A using this enumeration.
E.g.
Aptoppc1q;botpc1qq b
´
Aptoppc2q;botpc2qq b Aptoppc3q;botpc3qq b Aptoppc4q;botpc4qq
¯
Ñ Aps1, s2, t3, s5;uq,
Aps1, s2, t3, s5;uq b
`
1 b Aptoppc5q;botpc5qq b 1
˘
Ñ Aps1, s2, s3, s4, s5;uq.
Since the map is defined using the operad structure on A the defined map F pAq Ñ A is
a morphism in 2-CatI . 
To define a Bar construction in 2-CatI we only need to define the second differential.
For operads this was defined by removing edges of trees. In the diagram language this
corresponds to removing chords. Let c and c1 be cells that can be glued together, i.e. the
kth entry in toppcq “botc1 for some k. Denote the cell obtained by gluing the cells and
removing the gluing edge by c ¨ c1
‚
b // ‚
c

‚
a
OO
d
// ‚
¨
‚
y
❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
‚
x
??⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
b
// ‚
“
‚ y
❅
❅❅
❅
‚
x ??⑦⑦⑦⑦
‚
c
‚
a
OO
d
// ‚
Such a pair c, c1 defines a differential dc,c1 by the map
F pAqptoppcq;botpcqqb
“
1kbF pAqptoppc1q;botpc1qqb1|toppcq|´1´k
‰
Ñ F pP qptoppc¨c1q;botpc¨c1qq
The bar construction BpAq in 2-CatI is taking free of ΣA with the differential being the
original differential plus the sum of all dc,c1 for all such pairs c, c
1. For the cobar B˚pAq
we take cofree of Σ´1A with differential being the sum of the original differential dA and
a second term which is defined by reversing all arrows in the definition of the second
term in the bar construction.
Proposition 7.9. The functor B is right adjoint to B˚.
Proof. The proof is the same as for operads. To check that
Hom2-CatI pA,B
˚pCqq “ Hom2-coCatI pBpAq, Cq
we notice that the underlying space for both B and B˚ is free of something. By proposition
7.8 a map f in both Hom spaces are determined by a map f¯ : ΣAÑ C. Let µ : F pCq Ñ C
be the map defined in the proof of proposition 7.8. Notice that the restriction µ : CdC Ñ
C is exactly δ. The corresponding map ∆ : AÑ AdA in 2-coCatI is δ
˚. The condition
for f¯ to induce a map in 2-CatI is compatibility with the differentials, i.e. the following
diagram is commutative
ΣA
dA`δ
˚

f¯ // C
dC

ΣA‘ pΣAd ΣAq
f`δpf¯df¯q
// C
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This condition; f ˝ dA ´ dC ˝ f¯ ` ∆pf d fqµ “ 0 is the Maurer-Cartan equation for f¯
and maps satisfying it are called twisting cochains. The condition for f¯ to induce a map
in Hom2-coCatI pBpAq, Cq is the same diagram. 
As in the DG-operad case B˚BpAq is a cofibrant replacement of A.
Lemma 7.10. The counit B˚BpAq Ñ A is a weak equivalence for any A P 2-CatI .
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof for DG-operads in lemma 6.4 but using the
diagram combinetyatorics. We calculate B˚BpAqpdq for a cell ∇ using the same notation
det as in the proof of the DG-operad lemma.
B˚BpAqp∇q “
à
DPDecp∇q
â
dPCellpDq
à
CPDecpdq
â
cPCellpCq
Apcq b detpCq˚ b detpDqr´|D| ` |C|s.
As in the proof of that lemma we notice that a c cell in C also occurs in CellpDq for
some decomposition D. Write D ě D1 if the decomposition D1 is obtained from D by
removing a number of chords. Hence, each Apdq occurs once for each D ě D1 and we get
B˚BpAqp∇q “
à
DPdecp∇q
DěD1
â
cPCellpDq
Apcqr´|D| ` |D1|s
â
xPCellpD1q
detpDxq.
The subdiagrams Dx of D corresponds to the Tw in the tree combinatorics. The only
difference between the tree combinatorics for DG-operads and the diagram combinatorics
is that with diagrams the number of possible decompositions depends on the labelling of
the vertices. Looking at the above formula we see that once we fix a decomposition D the
rest is exactly the same for trees. In particular, the combinatorial complex bx detpDxq
is the same as the complex bw detpTwq from lemma 6.4. We already proved that this
complex is acyclic except for in degree 0 (which corresponds to D “ D1) where it is k.
This finishes the proof. 
Lemma 7.11. For any A P 2-CatI the object B
˚BpAq is cofibrant.
Proof. In the proof of the DG-operad version lemma 6.5 we proved that quasi-free DG-
operads are cofibrant. This directly generalizes to 2-CatI . Hence, all we need is to do
is to find an exhaustive filtration on which the differential strictly lowers the degree and
for which degree 0 is free. For a diagram D let |D| denote the number of cells in D. A
such filtration is given by
B˚BpAqp∇qm “
à
DPdecp∇q
DěD1,|D|“m
â
cPCellpDq
Apcqr´|D| ` |D1|s
â
xPCellpD1q
detpDxq.

7.4. Unital 2-CatI . As for colored DG-operads we can upgrade 2-CatI to a unital
version. Since Eij is the set of 1-morphisms we have a distinguished unit object Idi in
each Eii. Write Ap0q “
Ů
iPI,tPEii
AiipIdi, tq.
Definition 7.12. A unital 2-category A is an object in 2-CatI satisfying that for any
n P N and tuple m1, . . . ,mn with 0 ď mi ď 1 the morphism of complexes
Apnq bOpPathnq pApm1qb ¨ ¨ ¨ b Apmnqq Ñ Apm1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `mnq
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is an isomorphism. A unital morphism is a morphism F in 2-CatI such that F pIdiq “ Idi
for all i P I. We denote the unital category by 2-CatuI .
Note that this definition is compatible with the definition of unital DG-operads in the
sense that for A in 2-CatuI each Aii is a unital DG-operad. Analogously to the unital
DG-operad case for s “ pi1
a1Ñ i2
a2Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
an´1
Ñ inq P Pathi,j its reduced expression is defined
by removing all Idi for any i P I; e.g. redps, Idi, t, r, Idj, Idj, v, u, Idkq “ ps, t, r, v, uq. If
redpsq “ H then we write redpsq “ Id. In particular we have Aps; tq » Apredpsq; tq in
2-CatuI . There is a functor
¯ : 2-CatI Ñ 2-Cat
u
I
For i, j P I with i ‰ j it is given by E¯ij :“ Eij and A¯ijps; tq :“ Aijpredpsq; tq. For i “ j
we set E¯ii :“ Eii Y tIdiu and
A¯iips; tq :“
$’’’&’’’%
Aiipredpsq; tq if redpsq ‰ Idi and t ‰ Idi
0 if redpsq “ Idi and t ‰ Idi
k if redpdq “ Idi and t “ Idi
0 if redpdq ‰ Idi and t “ Idi
Note that with this definition the unital upgrade of the DG-operad Aii coincides with
the upgrade A˜ii that was defined for DG-operads. In the same way as in the proof of
lemma 5.3 one can show that MapupA¯, Bq » MappA,ForpBqq. This functor can be used
to upgrade the generating cofibrations and generating trivial cofibrations from 2-CatI .
Definition 7.13. (1) I¯ is the set of maps
tH¯ Ñ A¯
i,j
, A¯r
Sn´1
s Ñ A¯r
Dn
s | i, j P I, s P Cellpi, jqu.
(2) J¯ is the set of maps
tA¯
i,j
Ñ H¯
i,j
, A¯r
0
s Ñ A¯r
Dn
s | i, j P I, s P Cellpi, jqu.
The following theorem follows from theorem 7.5 in the same way that theorem 5.5
follows from theorem 4.1.
Theorem 7.14. The category 2-CatuI has a model category structure.
8. Homotopy adjunction
In the previous section we defined 2-CatI which is the homotopy version replacement
of 2-categories. Now we need to define homotopy versions of the free adjunction category
and FunA1,A2 in 2-Catt0,1u.
8.1. Relaxed version of FunA1,A2. Let A1 and A2 be cofibrant DG-categories. We
need to define a homotopy version of FunA1,A2 P 2 ´ CatI . For this we need to define
the homotopy version DG-Fun8pAi, Ajq for i, j “ 1, 2. The objects are DG-functors
Ai Ñ Aj and the Hom spaces are coherent natural transformations between DG-functors
(see e.g. [Tam], [Fa1] and [Fa2]).
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Definition 8.1. Let f, g : A Ñ B be DG-functors. Consider the A-A bimodule fBg
with fBgps; tq :“ Bpfpsq; gptqq and bimodule structure given by
Aps2; s1q bf Bgps1; t1q bApt1; t2q

Bpfps2q; fps1qq bBpfps1q; gpt1qq bBpgpt1q; gpt2qq

Bpfps2q; gpt2qq
Coherent natural transformations between f and g are defined as Hochschield cochains
Cohpf, gq :“ HC‚pA, fBgq “ HomVectpkqpBpAq, fBgq.
The category with objects DG-functors and morphisms coherent natural transformations
is denoted by DGFun8pA,Bq.
In the definition it is not clear how to compose coherent natural transformations. For
this we use the following lemma
Remark 8.2. In the notation from the definition. Define the A-module fB with fBpsq “
Bpfpsqq and the same left A-module structure as fBg. Then
Cohpf, gq “ Hommod-B,BpAq´comodpBpAq b fB,BpAq b gBq.
Indeed, observe that as an A-A bimodule
fBg “ Hommod-BpfB, gBq.
φ P Hommod-BpBpfpsqq, Bpgptqqq “ Hommod-Bp
À
bBpfpsq, bq,
Â
b1 Bpgptq, b
1qq is deter-
mined my φpIdfpsqq P Bpgptqq and
dpφqpbq “ dBpφpIdqbq ´ p´1q
|φpIdq|φpIdqdBb
“ dBpφpIdqqb` p´1q
|φpIdq|φpIdqdBb´ p´1q
|φpIdq|φpIdqdBb
“ dBpφpIdqqb.
The A-A-bimodule structure on fBg clearly coincides with the A-A-bimodule structure
on Hommod-BpfB, gBq with the left action given by precomposing with the action on fB
and the right action given by postcomposing with the action on gB. By Hom-tensor
adjunction we get
Cohpf, gq » Hommod-BpBpAq b fB, gBq
» Hommod-B,BpAq-comodpBpAq b fB,BpAq b gBq.
The composition in mod-B, BpAq-comod defines a composition DG-functor of several
variables
˝n : DGFun8pAn, An´1qˆDGFun8pAn´1, An´2qˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆDGFun8pA2, A1q Ñ DGFun8pAn, A1q
Notice that it is strictly associative, i.e. for any m1, . . . ,mn it satisfies
˝np˝m1 , . . . , ˝mnq “ ˝m1`¨¨¨`mn .
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To define an object in 2-CatI we need to associate a complex of vector spaces to each
cell. To the cell fn, . . . , f1, g we associate
DGFun8pA1,A2qpfn, . . . , f1; gq :“ Cohpfn ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ f1, gq.
The composition is a polyfunctor, i.e. a DG-functor in each variable. Hence, it provides
a map
Cohpf1m1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ f
1
1 , g1qb ¨ ¨ ¨ b Cohpf
n
mn
˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ fn1 , gnq Ñ Cohpf
n
mn
˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ f11 , gn ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ g1q
Using this we obtain a map
Cohpgn ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ g1, hq b
`
Cohpf1m1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ f
1
1
, g1qb ¨ ¨ ¨ b Cohpf
n
mn ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ f
n
1
, gnq
˘
Cohpgn ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ g1, hq b Cohpf
n
mn
˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ f1
1
, gn ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ g1q
Cohpfnmn ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ f
1
1
, hq.
This makes DGFun8pA1,A2q into an element in 2-Catt0,1u. In the same way, 2-Cat0 is
DG-Oper so given a DG-category A, DG-Fun8pA,Aq naturally becomes an object.
8.2. Homotopy adjunction. Recall from definition 1.3 that the free adjunction 2-
category Adj has Adj0,0 “ ∆k, Adj0,1 “ ♦k, Adj1,1 “ ∇k and Adj1,0 “ ♦ k. Notice
that a composition of order preserving maps is order preserving and a composition of
maps preserving first/last element preserves first/last element. Hence, composition gives
maps
Adji,jprns; rℓsq bAdjprℓs; rmsq Ñ Adjprns; rmsq
These maps makes Adj an object in 2-Catt0,1u.
Definition 8.3. Let A be a cofibrant DG-category. A homotopy monad is an A8-
morphism B˚BpDeltakq Ñ DGFun8pA,Aq.
We now have all the pieces required to define homotopy adjunction.
Definition 8.4. Let A1, A2 be cofibrant DG-categories. A homotopy adjunction is an
A8-morphism B
˚BpAdjq Ñ DGFun8pA1, A2q.
Notice that the data of an A8-morphism in 2-Catt0,1u in particular defines a homotopy
monad
F0,0 : B
˚Bp∆kq Ñ DGFun8pA1, A1q.
The additional data is supposed to define in particular homotopy actions of the monad
in the spirit of remark 1.2. We plan to study the obtained structure in detail in our next
paper.
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